History
Chester Mill

Visitor Tours

1915 newspaper ad for the toilet
paper made by the company.
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HOW IS PAPER
MADE?
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Along the tour you will see large rolls of paper called
‘parent rolls’, which are made on each of the three
tissue mills at our facility. Our tissue machines are
called TM12, TM17 and TM18, and when running
efficiently, have the combined capacity to make over
400 tons of paper each day!
Tissue Machine 17 is one of our three tissue
machines. It was originally built in 19??, and
has received investment for improvements
and rebuilds throughout the years. Most
recently, it received an updated ‘reel end’
which makes the operation of the machine
safer and more efficient.

In the converting areas, the parent rolls
are un-wound from the large roll and then
wound onto a cardboard tube called a
‘log’. This log has 1000 sheets wrapped
around it, and is then cut by a ‘log saw’
into the width of a toilet paper roll. These
rolls go on to be individually wrapped and
packaged in various quantities in either
bundles or boxes.

Although you won’t be able to physically see the
Palletizing/Distribution areas, this is warehouse area
where pallets of bundles and boxes of product are stored
in stacks. These pallets of product are loaded into trailers
to be transported to your local store and other
distribution centers that get our product into
stores around the country!

The wood from trees is
processed into fibers.
Different fibers give paper
different qualities. To sustain
the environment, we are
committed to helping achieve
zero net deforestation by
2020!
Sheets of fibers are densely
packed into bales that weigh
over 500 pounds! A train car
full of bales are sent to our
mill.
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To make paper, first we mix
(agitate) the bales of fibers
and lots of water in a big
blender. This mixture is called
“pulp”.
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The pulp fibers are spread
evenly to create a wide sheet
of paper. The excess water is
removed with drainage,
vacuum, pressing and heat.
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Chester Cogeneration Facility (CCF): Electricity and
steam for the mill is generated by burning a blend of
anthracite culm and petroleum coke. CCF burns this
solid fuel to generate 400-500 thousand pounds of
steam per hour and drive a steam turbine to generate
the electricity needs of the mill. The CCF/Utilities
team also supplies the compressed air and water
needs for the mill. The filter plant area treats several
million gallons of water each day by pulling it from
the river and cleaning it to the standard required for
making paper in the mill.

The paper is rolled up into
really big rolls and then
converted into logs. A
brown recyclable cardboard
core is made and 1000
sheets of toilet paper are
wrapped around it!
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Paper making is a very water intensive
process- several million gallons of water are
used each day to meet the papermaking
demands of our mill. The majority of the
water we use comes from the river and is
treated in our filter plant to the standards
required for paper making. Although we
are making improvements every year to
reduce and recycle the amount of water
used in our process, the waste water is sent
offsite to DELCORA to be cleaned and
returned to the river.
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Although you won’t be able to
physically see the process on this
tour, the Fiber Prep places large bales
of pulp sheets onto a conveyor which
is then mixed with water in giant
blenders. This mix of water and
fiber is called pulp, and is a blend of
hardwood and softwood fibers- to
create the right balance of strength
and softness.

Finally, each log is cut into
individual rolls and
packaged into the products
you buy at your local store!
We make enough Scott
1000 each year to circle the
earth over 1000 times!

